[Interaction between the left and right sided systems of secretory conditioned reflexes following section of commissural pathways of the dog brain].
By means of stereotype rhythmic presentation of positive and inhibitory stimuli, systems of unilateral reflexes were elaborated in dogs with symmetrical parts of the tongue brought out by Abuladze method. After section of the corpus callosum as well as of the corpus callosum and the hippocampal and fornix commissures, differentiation of stimuli in the left- and right-side reflexes systems is impeded, and the systemic nervous process is also disturbed. The significance of the interhemispheric interaction has been revealed for the formation of unilateral dominant excitation sites necessary for achievment of a distinct unilateral reaction. The longer retention of unilaterally organized sites of latent excitation after callosotomy testifies to the role of interhemispheric interaction in the timely erasing of traces of unilateral stimuli.